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Selainitudidapatnilai ρ (0,183) > α (0,05). Artinyatidakterdapathubungan 
yang signifikanantarakecerdasanemosionaldenganprestasibelajarsiswa. 
Dapatdisimpulkanbahwakecerdasanemosionalmemilikihubungandengan
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prestasibelajar, tetapiada factor lain yang memilikihubungan yang 
lebiheratdenganprestasibelajarnamuntidak di telitipadapenelitianini. 
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THE RELATION BETWEEN EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 
AND LEARNING ACHIEVEMENT IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOL 
STUDETS 
(Correlation Study in Fourth Grade Students in The Second 






Abstrack: The Emotional intelligence is one factor to determine of 
success. Fourth grade students of elementary school are included in the 
development stage of school-age children, at this stage, the hope to get 
knowing something will be stronger and have close relation to the basic 
struggle on got some achieve competence. The encouragement to know 
and act on the environment is enormous, but of limitations in ability and 
knowledge, they are sometimes faces obstacles. The obstacles and 
failures can make the child to feel that they are useless. This is very 
influential on emotional intelligence. This study going to determine the 
description of emotional intelligence and achievement of fourth grade 
elementary school students and the relation between the both of it. This 
research use quantitative approach, the sample of the study amount to 
123 students in grade IV. The results show that the number of 
correlation between emotional intelligence and elementary school 
student learning achievement is 0,083. The number show that this 
sample have a positive correlation between emotional intelligence and 
student achievement in the very low category. In another side, the value 
ρ (0,183)> α (0,05) is obtained. That means there are no significant 
relation between emotional intelligence and student achievement. It can 
be concluded that emotional intelligence has a relation with learning 
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achievement, but there are another factors that have a close relation with 
learning achievement but we are not going to tell it in this research. 
